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Financial sector 
Perimeter protection 
 
 
EVITECH’s Jaguar® video analytics solution is deployed on sites managing huge highly 
valuable financial items in France. Perimeter protection is installed to protect cash and 
value paper manufacturing and logistics. 
 
Issue : Financial sector actors are facing new threats both on production and on logistic sites, but 
are even more sensitive on budget matters than industrial actors. They are thus looking to renew 
or increase their perimeter protection, because it’s too old or does not fulfils current regulatory 
requirements. 
 
Solution : Depending on site illumination level, traditional cameras (Day/Night if necessary) or 
thermal ones are installed, whether as a complete or partial virtual fence (one camera behind 
previous one), or from the main buildings (looking toward the fences) when it’s inconvenient or 
budget inefficient to deploy masts all around. The cameras are connected to Jaguar monitoring 
units. Due to its exceptional sensitivity, which makes it possible to detect a change as small as 
one pixel in thermal images, and just a few ones on visible images, Jaguar could then detect all 
potential intrusion as well as loitering around the sites. 
 
Tests : Tests are usually handled after system set-up by cooperation between EVITECH’s 
technical team, the integrator and the site security officer who is of course the best informed of 
security threats on his site. 
 
Remarks : Main reasons for deployments of JAGUAR in these sites is not only linked to 
performance requirement, but also to financial constraints as for many sites having perimeter 
protection, it is now cheaper to deploy JAGUAR with thermal cameras than classical infrared 
barriers for example, and for a level of performance much higher. 
 
 
 
About Evitech : Created in 2005 in France from a military R&D project, the company has rapidly developed with an 
average 200% CA progression rate. From a turnover of 500 K€ in 2008, the company targets a turnover of 1 M€ for 
2009. EVITECH’s software products address the fields of smart video surveillance for global security. 
 
 


